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ABSTOACT 
Seismological research supported by Air Force contract F19628-71-C-02il5 

at the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory Is sunmarlzed for the period 
:; January 1972 to 30 June 1972. 

EUrlng this period extensive analysis was continued on the systematic 
regional variations in stresses. Areas in which high cbress earthquakes 
tend to occur were uncovered. Several Tibetan earthquakea for which M -m 
values are close to those of explosions were studied. s 

Th J seismic signals generated from nuclea ? explosions 1' i the Aleutian Is- 
lands have been used extensively to study the regional change of structure 
and relocating Aleutian earthquakes, and to provide a better means of detec- 
tion and identification of the events in that area. 

The effect of lateral inhomogenelties Implied by plate tectonics on the 
generation and propagation of seismic waves is being explored. In island arc 
regions, mid ocean ridges and oceanic fracture zones these processes are be- 
coming well understood, but in regions of continental collision and intra- 
plate seismicity, less is known. Evidence is accumulating, however, from 
Asia, Africa and Eastern North America to illuminate the effects of tectonics 
on seismicity and propagation in these regions 
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MAJOR SCIEWTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
In the following paragraphs, scientific accomplishments are summarized 

following the itemizatiün In the statement of work of this contract. 

Line - Item la 

Operation of the world-wide Lamont-Doherty network of long- and 
intermediate-period seismic ststions at the Palisades (PAL), Sterling 
Forest (SFC), and Ogdensburg (dGD) continued during the present con- 
tract perioi. 

Line - Item lb 

Two studies on core phases were made during this period. Core phases 
have prominent frequencies near 1 second, and usually exhibit an isolated 
seismic signature, which feature is sljnilar to that of long-distance ex- 
plosion signals. 

1. Core phases from three Philippine earthquakes have been studied 
in the distance range fron 110 to 130 degrees using long period WWSSN 
seismograms. Theoretical seismograms were computed for each of these 
events, assuming different core nodels. Corresponding amplitudes in the 
observed and the theoretical seismograms were compared either by construct- 
ing amplitude-distance curves or by forming the amplitude ratio of a core 
phase and the diffracted P wave at the same distance. Preliminary results 
of this comparison are the following: 

(1) There is no observed GH branch in the distance range from 120 to 
130 degrees. On the other hand, models of the ".ore like Bolt's produce 
observable amplitudes there. Hence, the transxtion zone from the outer to 
the inner core cannot be separated from the outer core by a more or less 
discontinuous change in physical parameters. It is more probable that 
there is a gradual change. The observed short period GH arrivals could be 
due to local inhomogeneities. 

(2) Traditional values of the P velocity variation Aa across the inner 
core boundary of 0.9 to 1 km/sec necessarily lead to shear velocities ß. at 
the top of the inner core of 5 to 6 km/sec. Even then, the agreement 
between observed and theoretical seismograms is not very good. 

(3) Reduction of Ao to 0.6 km/sec which is compatible with short period 
amplitude data leads to ß. values between 3 and 4 knv^sec, and the agreenent 
between observed and theoretical seismograms is much better. Changes in the 
density variations Ap give only minor changes in 3. . 
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2. Investigation of precursors to the seismic phases PKPPKP im been 
contimed  in oSer to explain the short-period obs^f ^»^fJe

f
Ct

6^ 
horizon within the upper mantle does seem to be required at a depth of &5Ö 
to  A pSer entitled "Seismic waves reflected from velocity gradient ano- 
mlies Sthin the Earth's upper mantle" 1ms been submitted (February, 1972) 
to the Journal "Zeitschift für Geophysik." 

Line - Item 1c 

'  Extensive studies of plate tectonics at various regions have been 
contiSed. Enphasis is placed on regional differences in velocity and 
a?tenmtion. Of the greatest interest however ^f™^0™^^ 
stress drop. Some of the Tibetan earthquakes show that M -i^ values are 
clSe to^hose of explosions, and may present problems in discrimination. 

la. Sykes ha^ examined the location and possible depths of several 
earthquakes in Tibet for which M„-mb values are close to those of explo- 
XsF- finds that these earthquakes are located on or very close to 
Se Mus sutSe zone, the position at which the Indian plate is thought 
to have collided with northern Eurasia. Ihese earthquakes are located 
It toe eastern end of the Himalayan arc where it terminates ag^nst struc- 
tures with a northerly strike in Bu^a. A similar ^^.f^^S 
found at tne western end of the Himalayan arc where it meets north strik 
ing features in Pakistan. The latter intersection occurs in the Hlnda 
Sfh where abundant intennediate focus activity is found. A well-defined 

dicing seismic zone is present beneath the H1^uiuf/f^^P^enth 
about 150 to 250 km. Russian workers have found that intermediate depth 
earthquakes in the Hindu Rush suffer very little attenuation when they 
travel to their Instruments in the Garm region just to the north of the 
Hindu Kush. Seismic rays travelling upwards through ^.Ji^seEone^ 
earthquakes, above the Hindu Kush source suffer greater f^6^0"' ^ 
well-defined zone of intermediate depth ear-thquakes in the Hindu Kushls 
fh öS to represent the last remnant of ocean crust that was consumed 
when India collided with Eurasia. The Tibetan zone at the other end oi 
tiS Himalayan arc may also be the site of ^rustal e^hqu^kes or a 
reeion of high stress related to hinge faulting at the end of the a^; 
Sus! the belt explanation for the Ms-m. anomaly ffthe Tibetan earthquakes 
is that these shocks are somewhat deep (i.e., about 50 km) or that .hey 
are a high stress drop associated with the thrusting of two continental 
plates or associated with hinge faulting at the end of the arc. 

Plate tectonics has so far been very successful in explaining many 
features of island arcs, mid-ocean ridges, and transform faults. To 
date, it has been less successful in explaining continental collision which 
is apparently occurring in the broad zone north of the Himalayas and across 
central Asia. A great deal of geological information, however, can be 
brought to bear upon the problem of plate tectonic interactions in this area. 
It is perhaps not surprising that either high stress drop earthquakes or 
earthquakes with a depth of 50 to 70 km may occur in this region and may 
present problems for discrimination on an Ms-mb basis. The Tibetan events 
are some of the largest known earthquakes for which the Mg-^ values are 
similar to those of underground explosions. 



A      Mn.rt I'   >»P"travel times of the CANNIKIN nucleai- explosion were studied us- 
ing NOM and IjapRt seismic data along the Aleutian Island arc ard In MasS 
Eastward from the shotpolnt J-B resldSals Increase from ^2 Tec  to -6 s^ 
along the arc irom Adak to Kodlak. A north-south change In residuals Ss 

SgaTIw SiduSM^r reSi^ i"2 Sec) ln -^alMalS1^ M% 
weS iTo ? S^ ^ (" Sec) near the Gulf of Ala-ska'    CANNIKIN P-reslduals were 1 to 2 seconds more negative than those of the LONGSHOT nuclear explo- 
sion. The interpretation of the observed residual pattern Indicates a con 
tinental velocity structure in the wedge above the SS veloStv ^«h «S 

ctoef ÄSoS£ ^ l0rted betwferi the ÄÄ^L^Soi? canoes. This velocity structure was previously obtained from teleseismic 
P-wave and surface mve data and ls simllar g  struSurrusulllv en- 
countered beneath an erogenic belt. The effect of varlouJ staSon dStrl- 
butions on the relocation of CANNIKIN was Investigated, to fSd a bette? 
means of relocating Aleutian earthquakes. , to ima a oettcr 

explosionrSS^f^nf^ ^equency content of seismic P waves from nuclear 
explosions and of P and S waves from Aleutian earthquakes have been analvzwi 
to derive seismic velocities aid attenuating properties of the c^t^d 
upper mantle beneath and adjacent to the AlluUaS Island arc  ^oSfwave 
data are supplemented by Rryleigh wave dispersion data fof paths alomthl 
arc towards a station on Amchitka Island. Three rrain tecLSc featSIs cL 

ScSlcÄ  ^ ^tM^f-Q ^ Vel0City Slab 0f the -der^t ^ raciixc  plate. 2) A thickening of the oceanic crust in the overthrust Ber- 

iSe StK1?6 ^^ .the 1Sland ^ rldge between the trencS S^olcaSc 
^in  ^ A^lVlrtCtT^St  ldenUcal t0 that fOT a continenSr ?rSK   11 L~0ne of moder,ately anomalous low velocities and 0 in the man- 
f stSfSn^t X^llTJ^  Plaln f0r ray ^thS ^tSntoe Sc Z 
volSnln 1^1  T^ ti^  n^8 20ne appears t0 be Just ^th of the 
niS^L ^ Its depth ^ lateral extension, however, are not well de- 
neaS ^^S^l^r^^1^^    ^ 1^ ^'velocity zSe be- neatn tne Bering Sea is not as well developed as beneath presentIv active 

l\.    A recently developed method of three-dimensional seismic ray trac- 
ing is employed to reinterpret F-wave travel-time residuals of the Irngshot 
nuclear explosion on Amchitka, Aleutian Islands, in teiras of plate tectonic 
structure near the source and near the teleseismic stations. The observed 
pattern of P residuals from Longshot can be explained by an 80 km thick, de- 
scending lithospherlc plate that reaches a depth of 250 km beneath the 
Aleutian arc, and has 7% to 105? higher P-wave velocities than the surround- 
ing mantle. The anomalous high velocity at 100 to 200 km depth indicates that 
the descending plate at that depth is colder than the surrounding normal 
mantle by several hundred degrees. 

The P travel-time anomaly associated with the dipping plate is elimi- 
nated from the total P residuals to obtain new worldwide station residuals. 
Ihe station residuals are then grouped according to a proposed tectonic 
code that distinguishes between active zones of plate convergence, diver- 
gence, and transcurrent shear as well as between volcanlcally active regions 
and stable oceanic and continental regions. The tectonically grouped sta- 
tion residuals show a strong correlation with various tectonic features. 
On the average P arrivals in continental shields are earlier by 1 second 
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than In younger (but stable) continental and oceanic provinces, ard earlier 
by 2 seconds than In active volcanic regions. The station residuals Indi- 
cate that lateral velocity anomalies within the upper 200 to 250 km of the 
earth's mantle are commonly associated with tectonic features and that 
lateral velocity contrasts may in some cases exceed 10^ of the average 
velocity. A new P-resldual map for the United States and adjacent Canada . 
is presented. 

5. The group velocities of Rayleigh waves in the period range from 
t3 to 60 seconds were analyzed from records of a seismic station operated 
on Amchltka Island using seismic events in the South Pacific, Japan, the 
Kuril-Kamchatka region, and .from along the Aleutian Arc. The original 
mixed-path group velocity data were separated into pure oceanic-path and 
pure ridge-path group velocities. Throughout the entire period range group 
velocities for the Aleutian ridge were found to be consistently by at least 
.3 km/sec slower than for the oceanic regions in the Pacific. Systematic 
inversion of the group velocity data indicates that the S velocity in the 
upper 120 kilometers of the mantle beneath the ridge and above and adjacent 
to the inclined seismic zone are lower by nearly 10!? than in a normal oceanic 
mantle and that the crust beneath the ridge is almost 30 kilometers thick, 
typical for and similar to the crust and upper mantle structure of a voune 
continental orogenic belt. * 

6. Focal mechanisms are presented for earthquakes located along the 
Near Islands and Conmander Islands for the western Aleutian Archipelago and 
along the northeast coast of the Kamchatka peninsula. Along the southern 
slope of the Aleutian ridge mechanisms Indicate shallow angle thrusting 
with a slip vector parallel to the trend of the ridge striking N50oW. Mono- 
the northern slope of the Aleutian ridge, the area between the Near Islands" 
and the western slope of the Shirshov ridge is currently aselsmic, but west 
of the Shirshov ridge a zone of right lateral stride sl'.p mechanisms occur 
along a well defined bathymetric escarpment. Strike slip motion along the 
trend of these zones occurs as far west as l650E midway between the contours 
defining the end of the Aleutian ridge and the beginning of the Kamchatka 
peninsula. Mechanisms along the Kamchatka peninsula near the Aleutian ridge 
junction define three tectonic zones. North of the junction, between 580N 
and bb N, mechanisms at moderate angle thrusting with a component of strike 
slip motion with a slip vector the same as that along the Aleutian ridge. 
Äthe junction, between 560N and 540N there is no longer a component of 
strike slip motion. South of S^N thrusting occurs at shallow angles per- 
pendicular to the coast of Kamchatka. 

7. Historical seismlcity studies of the eastern section of Canada and 
northeastern United States indicate the existence of a seismic beS^ndim 
in a northwesterly direction and passing through Boston S^taS  ?Ss ^ 

tTot0?^1^ ^ the ^te toUntaln ^^ the MonJe^gÄils^ the Ottawa-Bonnachere graben. Portable seismographs were used to suonlement 
the permanent stations of the Lamont-Eoherty sfisSic nefforlhe rlcSSw 
of the first arrival f*om the Cannikin nuclear explosion. ?hestItloS^fre 
set up across the above seismic belt and adjacentareas. ArrivSs SS these 
Ss ^w'fS^T^5«^^1,6^6^ t0 a Jeff^ys-BullenSt^TeSd! uals ranging from (1|.2 to 6.8 sec). All stations inside the seismic belt 

y 
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show larger (6.0 to 6.8 sec) residuals than stations outside the belt (^.2 to 
5.8 sec). These residuals were compared with residuals cclculated from a 
model that utilizes a dipping slab under the Aleutian chain. Ihe effect of 
this model does not significantly alter the above residuals. The relative 
difference in residuals on either side of the seismic belt can be explained 
by differences in the c.^ust and upper mantle under this area, possibly a re- 
' alt of magnatic activity during the Jurassic and Cretaceous. The seismic 
tnomalies suggest that a weak zone may exist in the North American plate. 
?his weakness may allow stress in the plate to be relieved in the form of 
earthquakes localized around the zone of weakness. 

8. A large region of high horizontal oompressive stress Is delimited 
in eastern North America from a combination of fault plane solutions of 
earthquakes, in situ stress measurements, and geologic observations. Each 
of these methods, including in situ stress determination by both overcoring 
and hydrofracturing, yield nearly identical directions for the principal 

• stresses. The maximum compresslve stress trends east to northeast over an 
area extending from west of the Appalachian Mountain system to the middle 
of the continent, and from southern Illinois to southern Ontario. In this 
region earthquakes appear to occur in regions of high stresses along weak 
zones in the lithosphere. An example of such a weakness is the seismic 
belt trending from Boston to the northwest through Ottawa. Ihis seismic 
zone appears to be located along a continental extension of the Kelvin sea- 
mount cliain which is postulated by others to be a fracture zone related to 
the early opening of the North Atlantic. Similarly the 1929 Grand Banks 
earthquake and the Charleston, S. C. seismic trend appear to be along ex- 
tensions of other oceanic fracture zones. 

The relationship between high stress and weak zones may provide a means 
to assess the earthquake risk within plates. The observed pattern of stresses 
appears to be Mesozolc or later in origin, and does not seem to be signifi- 
cantly influenced by glacial rebound. This work supports Voight's hypothesis 
that the compresslve stress observed within the North American plate may be 
generated by the same mechanism that drives the movements of large litho- 
spheric plates. If this is Indeed the case, stress measurements may furnish 
one of the best clues to the driving mechanism of plate tectonics. 

9., A study of geotectunics of Africa is done in this study using spec- 
tral analysis of seismic signals of eight earthquakes. It is found that 
earthquakes on the East African rift system have lower stress drop to seismic 
moment ratio than those occuring off the rift system. 

10. i^e existence of a zone of extremely low compressicnal »ave veloc- 
ities in the uppermost mantle beneath most of the lau basin, an inter-arc 
basin located west or behind the Tonga island arc, is studied. This study 
augnents the understanding of the new global tectonics that are of particu- 
lar relevance to the problems of detection and identificaion of seismic 
events. Velocities beneath the basin appear to be as low as 7.1 km/sec. In 
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Although the lateral boundaries of fcL' ^wSJ 1  75 kJn/sec> resPectlvely. 
basin are not well definedrthev LwiS     S£ S*? veloclty beneath the Lau 
of the zone of high selsSc Sve attSnStion^^f? Wlth the ^ÄIS 
basin.    Ihe large difference (UD to I ?n W 

that„exists beneath the lau 
the lau basin and areas adjacent to Jt iS^f P Te velo^ties beneath 

ly aS hence provided Äe^LÄ^^ ^1^«^ 

^ 1 Jge^ÄX8^^^^ a~TSting ^e locations 

of se^io statlons ^ net -It ^^^Ä^L^Ä 

quake^heTatS? S?Ä SL^rSSre'Sn^Jf^ 0f ^^ e^h- 
ture propagation.    The criteria Se ann^d f f' ^ fche dlrection of rup- 
the first set of these criteria S m?or n?± l™ fageS-    APPlioation of 
northern, and northwestern Srgins ^tUlf.^*0^1*3 along the astern, 
also to the Caribbean loop So? about 7^^°" ^om.^^ to Japan and    ' 
several areas of special seismic oo^enfLilf     SUltS ^ del^ation of 
The phrase -special seismic pSen?ial"ä„Snf ^ 0f the boundaries. 
cate those segments of plate^Sns tte? Silin  ^ fUiy 0nly to lndi- 
However, if the criteria are valid   ^iLT Cerfcaln sPec±^o criteria, 
shallow earthqu-lces of ?hfneS ^tuS ^M  

ST> ^ perhaPs ™**> large 
near these locations.    At preSnJ   ^e vl^V^/^ exainlned ^ ^cur 
ly established and profound social cto JS H   L0f the Crlter:La ls ™t firm- 
uncalled for, but the for^cas? oSs^f   baSed 0n these Predictions are 
as a guide in selecting ^S f^Ä^f^' S ^e Very least> se^e 
to the occurrence of a major e^hSSe     ?n SS f^ lnst^entatlon prior 
infonnatlon is available, the SbsSnt a^i^f " ^ Where addltlonal 
supplementary criteria focuses sDPM^^fPP^atlon 0f a second set of 
delinited by the first s2t o? crlterta attention on ce^^ of the areas 

Line - Item id 

Using earthquakes -ecordpd »<- TI\*A *    „ 

meiVf ^ upPer »^"e «re IS^J^T^
10

"
3113

«
1
 shear-veioS?y 

velocity difference between the shield and 
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tectonic models Is approximately 10^ at depths less than 100 km, decreasing 
gradually to 5% at a depth of 200 km. (3) The shield data do not require 
a pronounced low-velocity channel in the upper mantle, as does the oceanic 
model, but only a slight low-velocity channel if the Sn velocity is 4,6 km/ 
sec. (n) The tectonic data do not necessarily require the presence of a 
high velocity lid just beneath the M-discontir'itty. (5) Unlike the other 
two regions, the oceanic data clearly require a pronounced low-velocity 
channel. (6) The dispersion of Love and Rayleigh waves for the tectonic 
regions can be explained more easily by different shear-velocity structures 
rather than by a single isotropic-layered structure. The shear velocities 
inferred from love waves are higher than those inferred from Rayleigh waves 
by 0.2 km/sec, the velocity differences being concentrated at depths from 
150 to 300 km. This discrepancy suggests anlsotropy or an equivalent laminar- 
melting structure, or elliptical magna pockets. 

■ ■ 

Line - Item le 

1. An earthquake swarm was observed in the Blue Mountain Lake- area of 
the southern Adirondacks from early May 1971 until late February, 1972. This 
swairo provided an unusual opportunity for a detailed, field study of earth- 
quakes and a determination of principal stress direction for a region within 
a .1 ithospherlc plate. Thousands of events wcxe recorded, the largest öf 
which had a local magnitude of 4.0, and was felt as far as 80 km from the 

' epicenter. A number of earthquakes were heard as well as felt - the smaller 
were heard, but not felt. 

■ 

Thrusting mechanisms were determined from two composite fault plane 
solutions. The sohitlon for earthquakes abcve 2 km depth indicates faulting 
on a plane striking N120W and dipping 250E. The fault plane for the deeper 
events (between 2 and 3-5 Km) strikes N310E and dips 590E. 

■'■'■■■ -   . 

The earthquake foci define a surface that dips gently to the east to a 
depth of 2 km and then steepens, in agreement with the composite fault plane 
solutions. There is an Indication that the shallower earthquakes may not 
represent renewed motion on a pre-existing fault, but may mark the generation 
of a new fault by a regional east-west compressive stress. The deeper events 
may represent the extension of the shallow fault and its deflection to an 
existing weakness. The axis of maximum compressional principal stress for 
the shallow conposite fault plane solution trends approximately east-west and 
is nearly horizontal. Geological and geophysical evidence is presented to 
support the hypothesis that the principal stress in a zone extending fron 
northern New York State to southern Illinois is compressive, large, and 
horizontal, and trends nearly east-west. 

■   . " ' '■ 

2. Blue Mountain Lake earthquake swarm data is also analyzed to see if 
an anomalous change in P- and S-wave velocity occurs. Preliminary analysis 
revealed that an anomalous change in Vp/Vs occurs before comparatively larger 
earthquakes in the swarm. A remarkable change in Vp/Vs has been found be- 
fore an earthquake of magnitude as small as 2.5. As detection and identifi- 
cation of explosions and shallow earthquakes were said to have been diffi- 
cult in such a small magnitude range, the development of this study may pro- 
vide a new clue to this problem. 
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3. The radiation for a three <lljTienslonal problem of brittle fracture 
is investigated. A crack is presumed to nucleate at a point in an infinite 
pre-stressed elastic medium, anl the crack subsequently grows steadily with 
subsonic rupture velocities, amintalnlng the shape of an ellipse. Shear 
stresses are relieved by the crack, and exact solutions are derived for the 
acceleration and stress-rate (at every point of the medium) in terros of 
single integrals and algebraic expressions. The solutions are evaluated 
analytically at wavefronts and singilaritles, and numerically, at different 
points in the medium, for different growth rates of the crack. 

h.    A perturbation model for triggering earthquakes is described. It 
introduces a perturbation function which is stationary in tüne and has a 
power spectral density. By fitting the model probability density action 
to a histogram of actual earthquake occurrence, infonration about the width 
of the power spectral density of perturbations cj-n be derived. From this 
information, inferences about the physical nature of different jjerturbation 
functions can be made. 

The tides are considered as possible admissible perturbations. It is 
shown that, on the basis of the earthquake data and the model considered, 
tides may be accepted as possible triggering mechanism for earthquakes In 
Southern California. 

Line - Item If 

1  The elastic radiation from an earthquake, modelled by dynamic 
cracking has been calculated. The elastic wave solution for a plane stress, 
has now been prograrrmed in an efficient way for the IBM 1130. The output 
from several computer runs has shown that this mode of energy release saems | 

to require rupture velocities which are of the order of the Rayleigh speed. \ 

2. The excitation of normal modes by a moving source has been studied. 
A dynamic reciprocity theorem has been proved, which permits the calculation 
of normal mode excitation in the Earth by a moving double couple. The ax^al 
synmetry of a stationary source is lost, and the solution involves mm* 
tion over axial order numbers. 

3. Teleselsmic determinations of body-wave (P,S) spectra, interpreted 
In terms of the Brune (1970) seismic source model, are used to estimate the 
parameters seismic moment (M0) and source dimension (r) for three large, 
shallow, strike-slip earthquakes occurring on nearly vertical lault planes 
and for which the same parameters can be determined from field (F) da. a. 
Ihese earthquakes are (1) The Borrego Mountain, California, earthquaKS 
(April 9, 1968) for which [M0(P) = 10., M0(S) = 6.6, and M0(F) - 3.6. x 
lO^dyneicms and [r(P) = 13, r(S) = 21, and h/2{F)  = 17] kms; (2 the 
Mudumu Valley, lUrkey, earthquake (July 22, 1967) for which [^(P) = 9.1, 
PL(S) = 8.5, and M0(F) = 7.2] x 10

26dyne-cms, ana [r(P) • 38, r(s) = 41, 
aSd I/2(F) = m  kms; and (3) the Dasht-e-Bayaz, Iran, earthquake (August 31, 
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1968)_for ^ich CFT (P) ^.8 W (s) = 8 6 and ^(P) = x8.] x lO^e-c^ 

S 2 ^bra,ted ^^ respeot to the ^etennlrlatlon of these paraieteS for 

oe expressed In terms of M0 and r; this estimate Is low by a factor ofVlO 
with respect to the estlirate obtained from enerKy-maßnitude re^^nnf r^ 
ofM bS! earthquakeS- ^ ^ ^ o? SPSÄ;1^ Ser 

fw,"- ^J^eau's source theory (Rev. Geophys,, 1968) predicts a Bla- 
Sto tCl^f el/ ¥^T^f f1"^6 ^t™ °f body SS SdfaS mto cne far field.    Assuming that earthquakes mav alternai-lvPiv hP H0 

elttefal dMSrf ^ 'f60^' thlS ^ ln the^ec^^c^only'lf either (1) different parts of the fault, but on .the same side of the fLil 
slip In opposite directions, or (2). the fault silps S after e5cce^S, 

the naxljnum displacement. .Data at the present ttoe do not orovidP SrS. 
evidence for a peak in the displacementspectrum     iJe peL^ln W^S's 
spectrum may be caused by the absence of frictional dam?im In hls^ef 

obta^-thfLS StS-rSu^^^^^ both flrst ^ j  nd order ^^^l^^^^J^^^ 
methods are used here in a discussion of the observed precmS to s^lsSc 

J^LL^; ?e ^^«»y-^ependent reflection,coefficient R (= reflected/ 
incident displacement amplitudes) is calculated for .several nx)dels of t^.i 
tion regions in the Earth's mantle. Tb g6ne^ate observable ^ec^sors to 
LL'T ofTH ^Y ^ horl2ontal Bering within the nantl? SfSick- ' 
2Ü if Khe reSi0n 0f tra^sltion is shown Ho be much snail er tha^ has ' 
generally been supposed.' This result follows fror* the Sd decr^sf in R 
as the transition thickness increases from zero to one S^anSh^?. 

l^l^ il^Z' > ^ ^ lf .L < 4 ^; —• S ^S Ä S?al i 

i 

6.    Rayleigh waves have been propagated into wedces bv «?r>ivinCT
;+-h0 

SSS^LSe^S^ rm^used ÄSiJÄ^ 
the uLal f?n??e nf^J        /lement methods-    ^ is based on the fact that 
iSe^? ?inlä e?^ f   enCe f0^lae ^ bivalent to those .obtained f~om 

the .Le^^Si0^6 S0UrCe dlsl^atio« theory (Brunc. ._>70) predicting 
the s.iape o. the body wave spectra is critically examined     The nattern n? ' 
Sf^l^ai.plltudes'after the earthquake, calcSlSl^m the^tS- 
motloi accelero^am, is compared with the documented offsets alon^the sur 
face iraotijrc (Buwalda, unpublished field notes),    l^e WeemeÄtwJen 
these two independent methods of measurement is good, sSsS tSt the 
^ove theory is an adequate first approximation f^Tthe gect^of^ 

! 
I   ,      .1 
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The stress variations along the fault indicate two areas of major stress 
concen": ation located near the northwestern and southeastern ends of disloca- 
tion. The stress-drops for various events varied from about ten to several 
hindred bars. 
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